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Abstract
Labeling a data set completely is important for groundtruth generation. In this
paper, we consider the problem of minimum-cost labeling: classifying all images
in a large data set with a target accuracy bound at minimum dollar cost. Human
labeling can be prohibitive, so we train a classifier to accurately label part of the
data set. However, training the classifier can be expensive too, particularly with
active learning. Our min-cost labeling uses a variant of active learning to learn
a model to predict the optimal training set size for the classifier that minimizes
overall cost, then uses active learning to train the classifier to maximize the number
of samples the classifier can correctly label. We validate our approach on well
known public data sets such as Fashion, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. In some cases,
our approach has 6× lower overall cost relative to human labeling, and is always
cheaper than the cheapest active learning strategy.
1 Introduction
Groundtruth data is crucial for training and testing ML models. Today, labeling services [1, 3, 2]
typically employ humans to generate groundtruth, which can incur significant cost. A cheaper
alternative is to train a classifier using human generated labels for a subset of the data, then generate
labels using this classifier at almost negligible cost for the rest of the data. There are two key
challenges with this approach. First, the accuracy of the labels generated by the classifier may be
less than that of human labeling. Second, the cost (in $) of training the classifier itself can become
significant and potentially offset the gains obtained from avoiding human labeling. In this paper we
ask the question: “How can we minimize the overall cost of generating groundtruth (in $ including
training and human labeling costs) for an unlabeled data set X , while ensuring that the overall error
rate of the generated groundtruth is less than  (e.g., 5%), assuming human generated labels as the
gold standard?”
Suppose that a classifier D(B) is trained using human generated labels for B ⊂ X . Let the
error rate of D(B) over the remaining unlabeled data using D(B) be (X B). If D(B) were
used to generate labels for this remaining data, the overall groundtruth error rate for X would be,
(X) = (1− |B|/|X|) (X B) (0% for B, because we have assumed human labeling is perfect).
If (X) ≥ , then, this would violate the maximum error rate requirement.
However, D(B) might still be able to generate accurate labels for a carefully chosen subset
S(D, B) ⊂ X B (e.g., comprising only those that D(B) is very confident about). After gen-
erating labels for S(D, B) using D(B), labels for the remaining X B \ S(D, B) can be once
again generated by humans. The overall error rate of the generated groundtruth then would be,
(|S(D, B)|)/(|X|)(S(D, B)). (S(D, B)) is the error rate of generating labels over S(D, B) using
D(B) and is, in general, higher for larger |S(D, B)|. Let S?(D, B) be the largest possible S(D, B)
that ensures that the overall error rate is less than . Then, overall cost of generating labels in this
manner is:
C = (|X S?(D, B)|) · Ch + Ct(D(B)) (1)
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where, Ch is the cost of human labeling for a single data item and Ct(D(B)) is the total cost of
generating D(B) including the cost of finding B and training D(B) but not including the human
labeling cost |B|Ch.
The key contribution in this paper is min-cost active labeling (MCAL), an active learning [29] based
approach that minimizes C as follows:
C? = argmin
S?(D,B),B
C
subject to (|S?(D, B)|)/(|X|)(S?(D, B)) < 
MCAL follows a similar iterative process as active learning when generating B. In each iteration, it
ranks data X \ B using a function M(.) that measures their “informativeness”, based on D(B)’s
classification uncertainty (e.g., entropy [12] or margin [29]). MCAL then obtains human labels for the
δ (batch size) most informative ones, adds them to B, and (repeatedly) re-trains D using B.
However, MCAL differs from active learning in one crucial aspect. Unlike standard active learning
which aims to minimize |B| while achieving a high accuracy for D, MCAL optimizes C by jointly
selecting S?(D, B) and B. As |B| increases, D(B)’s prediction accuracy improves. However, this
accuracy has a concave relationship with |B|: more and more data must be human labeled for
incremental improvements in D’s accuracy. On the other hand, the cost of training D using active
learning, Ct(D(B)), typically has a convex dependency on |B|, making it more and more expensive
to train over larger B and it also accumulates across active learning iterations (§3). Both these
dependencies make it harder to improve D’s accuracy per unit cost (in $) as |B| increases. Thus,
continuing to perform active learning becomes counter-productive beyond a certain point.
This dependency of C on |B| is data set specific. Thus, a key challenge for MCAL is that it must
model and predictC as a function of |B| during active learning. Using this model, then it must jointly:
i) decide when to terminate active learning, ii) adapt δ to limit training costs while not degrading the
active learning efficiency, and iii) select an appropriate S?(D, B). To this end, this paper makes the
following contributions:
• It develops a method to construct, and iteratively refine, a model for predictingC as a function of
|B| and a procedure to find S?(D, B). (§3).
• It presents the MCAL algorithm (§4) that terminates active learning when it is counter-productive to
add human-generated labels into |B|. In effect, this is the point at which the total cost (Equation 1)
is minimized. MCAL can also select, from a small set of network architectures for D, the one that
achieves lowest-cost labeling.
• Evaluations (§5) of MCAL on various popular benchmark datasets of different levels of difficulty
(Fashion-MNIST [33], CIFAR-10 [24] and CIFAR-100 [24]) show that it achieves lower than
the lowest-cost labeling achieved by an active learning strategy that trains a classifier to label the
dataset. It selects a strategy that matches the complexity of the data set and the classification task.
For example, it labels the Fashion dataset, the easiest to classify, using a trained classifier. At the
other end, it chooses to label CIFAR-100 using humans almost completely; for this data set, it
estimates training costs to be prohibitive. Finally, it labels a little over half of CIFAR-10 using a
classifier. MCAL is up to 6× cheaper for some data sets compared to human labeling all images.
It is able to achieve these savings, in part, by carefully determining active learning batch sizes
while accounting for training costs; cost savings due to active learning range from 20-32% for
Fashion and CIFAR-10.
2 Related Work
To label large data sets, annotation platforms such as Amazon SageMaker [1], Figure Eight [2], and
Google Labeling Services [3], rely on humans. Annotation by human experts can be expensive, and
Amazon Sagemaker allows users to trade-off annotation quality for a lower cost. MCAL is motivated
by this, and attempts to lower cost without compromising quality.
Active learning [29] aims to reduce labeling cost in training a model, by iteratively selecting the
most informative samples for labeling. Early work focused on designing metrics for sample selection
based on margin sampling [29], max entropy [12] and least confidence [11]. Recent work has focused
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on developing metrics tailored to specific tasks, such as classification [28], detection [7, 19], and
segmentation [21, 34], or for specialized settings such as when costs depend upon the label [23], or
for a hierarchy of labels [16]. Other work in this area has explored variants of the problem of sample
selection: leveraging model structure [32], using model ensembles to improve sampling efficacy [6],
or using self-supervised mining of samples for active learning to avoid data set skew [31]. MCAL
uses active learning for training the classifier D (§1) and can accommodate multiple sample selection
metrics M(.).
More recent work has explored techniques to learn active learning strategies, using reinforcement
learning [22] or one-shot meta-learning [10]. However, with the exception of [30] which designs a
lightweight model to reduce the iterative training cost incurred in active learning, we have not found
any work that takes training cost into account when developing an active learning strategy. Because
active learning can incur significant training cost, MCAL includes training costs in its formulation.
Training cost figures prominently in the literature on hyper-parameter tuning, especially for architec-
ture search. Prior work has attempted to predict learning curves to prune hyper-parameter search [20],
develop techniques to find the most effective search strategy within a given budget [25], or build a
model to characterize maximum achievable accuracy on a given dataset to enable fast triage during
architecture search [17], all with the goal of reducing training cost.
Also relevant is the long line of work that has empirically observed a power-law relationship between
generalization error and training set size [5, 15, 18, 27, 13, 9] across a wide variety of tasks and
models. MCAL builds upon this observation, and learns the parameters of a truncated power-law
model with as few samples as possible using active learning, which it uses to learn B.
3 Prediction Models for C
MCAL must determine the optimal value of B and S?(D, B) that minimizes C (§1). Thus, in order
to make optimal choices for various parameters then, MCAL must be able to predict C as a function
of the choices. C in turn depends on |S?(D, B)| and Ct(D(B)) (Equation 1). Thus, MCAL actually
constructs two predictors, one each for |S?(D, B)| and Ct(D(B)).
3.1 Predicting |S?(D, B)| as a function of |B|
After training the classifier D on the human labeled data B generated thus far, MCAL sorts each
unlabeled data item in X B using M(.), a measure of the item’s informativeness. Let the set
Sθ(D(B)) contain the θ · |X B| least informative data items (θ ∈ (0, 1)); these are the items that
D is most confident about. Thus, S?(D, B) corresponds to an Sθ(D(B)) for a maximal value θ? that
does not violate the overall groundtruth accuracy constraint (|S?(D, B)|)/(|X|)(S(D, B)) < .
MCAL constructs a predictor for (Sθ(D(B))) and uses it to predict |S?(D, B)| by searching for θ?.
To predict (Sθ(D(B))), we leverage recent empirical work (§2) that observes that, for many
tasks and many models, the generalization error vs. training set size is well-modeled by a power-
law [15, 18, 27, 13, 9] of the form (Sθ(D(B))) = αθ |B|−γθ . However, it is well-known that most
power-laws experience a fall-off [8] at high values of the independent variable. To model this, we use
an upper-truncated power-law [8]:
(Sθ(D(B))) = αθ |B|−γθ e−
|B|
kθ (2)
This model better represents the generalization vs. training error relationship than a power-law, as
Figure 1 illustrates (Appendix A demonstrates this for other datasets). In this figure, we use active
learning on the CIFAR-10 [24] data set, trained using RESNET18 [14]. We fit both a power-law and
a truncated power-law. As the figure shows, the truncated power-law is able to better predict the
generalization error at larger values of |B|.
(Sθ(D(B))) is expected to increase monotonically with θ as increasing θ has the effect of adding
data that D is progressively less confident about. Lacking a parametric model for this dependence,
to find θ?, we generate power-law models (Sθ(D(B))) for various discrete values of θ ∈ (0, 1) as
described in §4. θ? for a given B is then predicted by searching across the predicted (Sθ(D(B)))
corresponding to the discrete values of θ.
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3.2 Modeling Active Learning Training Costs
Active learning [29] iteratively obtains human labels for δ most informative items ranked using M(.)
and adds them to B. It then retrains the classifier D using the entire set B. A smaller δ typically
makes the active learning more effective: it allows for achieving a lower error for a potentially smaller
B) through more frequent sampling, but also significantly increases the training cost due to frequent
re-training of D. Choosing an appropriate δ is thus an important aspect of minimizing overall cost.
The training cost (in $) depends on the training time, which in turn is proportional to the data size
(|B|) and the number of epochs used to train the model (each epoch running over the entire B). A
common strategy in active learning approaches is to use a fixed number of epochs per iteration, so the
training cost in each iteration is proportional to the |B|. Since in each iteration δ new data samples
are added to B, the total training cost accumulated over all the previous and current iterations is:
Ct(D(B)) = k |B|
( |B|
δ
+ 1
)
(3)
Figure 9, generated for CIFAR-10 on RESNET18, shows this quadratic dependence on |B| for
different δ. MCAL does not depend on the specific form of the training cost, so can accommodate
other cost models (e.g., if the number of epochs is proportional to |B| in which case Ct(D(B)) can
have a cubic dependency on |B|).
While (Sθ(D(B))) also depends on δ in theory, in practice this dependence is insignificant relative
to Ct(D(B)). To illustrate this, Figure 3 depicts values of (Sθ(D(B))) for various θ for CIFAR-10
using RESNET18, across a range of values of δ. This variation is less than 1% especially for smaller
values of θ.
4 The MCAL Algorithm
MCAL is described in Algorithm 1. It takes as input an active learning metric M(.), the specific
classifier D (e.g., RESNET18) and the parametric models for training cost (e.g., Eqn 3) and for
error rate as a function of training size (e.g., the truncated power law in Eqn 2). At a high-level, the
algorithm operates in two phases. In the first phase, it uses estimates obtained during active learning
to learn the parameters of the truncated power-law model for various θ and the cost measurements to
learn the parameters for training cost model. In the second phase, having the models, it can estimate
and refine S?(D, B) and B that produce the optimal cost C?. It can also estimate the optimal batch
size δopt for this cost. It terminates when adding more samples to B is counter productive. It trains a
classifier to label S?(D, B) and generates human labels for the remaining unlabeled samples.
The first four steps perform initialization. The first step (Line 1) randomly selects a test set T (|T | =
5% of |X|) and obtains human labels, so that it can be used to test and measure the performance of
D. Line 2 initializes B = B0 by randomly selecting δ0 (1% of X in our implementation) samples
from X and obtaining human labels for these. Line 3 trains D using B0 and uses T to estimate the
generalization errors T
(
Sθ(D(B0))
)
for various values of θ ∈ (0, 1) (we chose in increments of
0.05 {0.05, 0.1, · · · , 1}), using T and M(.).
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Algorithm 1 MCAL
Inputs: An active learning metric M(.), a classifier D, set of unlabeled images (X), a parametric
model to predict Ct(D(B)) and a parametric model to predict (Sθ(D(B)))
1: Obtain human generated labels for a randomly sampled test set T ⊂ X , and let X = X T .
2: Obtain human generated labels for a randomly sampled data items B0 ⊂ X , |B0| = δ0.
3: Train D(B0) and test the classifier over T
4: Record training cost Ct(D(B0))
5: for θ ∈ {θmin, . . . , θmax} do
6: Estimate T
(
Sθ(D(B0))
)
using T and M(.)
7: end for
8: Initialization: C?new = 0,C
?
old = 0, δ = δ0, i = 1, Bopt = B0
9: while C? < C(Bopt + δ) do
10: Obtain human generated labels for bi ⊂ X Bi−1 comprising |bi| = δ most informative
samples ranked using M(.)
11: Bi = Bi−1 ∪ bi
12: Train D(Bi) and test the classifier over T
13: Record Ct(D(Bi)), and update parameters for Ct(D(B)) using 〈|Bk| , Ct(D(Bk))〉,∀k
14: for θ ∈ [θmin, · · · , θmax] do
15: Estimate T
(
Sθ(D(Bi))
)
using T and M(.)
16: Update the model parameters for (Sθ(D(B))) using 〈|Bk| , T
(
Sθ(D(Bk))
)〉,∀k
17: end for
18: Find C?new = C
?, Bopt as described in Section 3
19: if (|C?new −C?old|)/|C?new| < ∆ then
20: argminN δopt = (|Bopt| − |Bi|)/N, s.t. C < C?(1 + β)
21: δ = δopt
22: end if
23: C?old = C
?
new
24: i = i+ 1
25: end while
26: Use D(Bopt) and M(.) to find S?(D, Bopt)
27: Annotate the residual X \B \ S?(D, Bopt)
After these initial steps, the main loop of min-cost active labeling begins (Line 9). In each step, as
with standard active learning, MCAL selects δ most informative samples M(.), obtains their labels
and adds them to B (Line 11), then trains D on them (Line 12). The primary difference with active
learning is that MCAL, in every iteration, estimates the model parameters for (Sθ(D(B))) and
Sθ(D(B)) (Line 13, 16), then uses these to estimate C? and Bopt (Line 18). At the end of this step,
MCAL can answer the question: “How many human generated labels must be obtained into B to train
D, in order to minimize C?” (§3).
The estimated model parameters for Ct(D(B)) and (Sθ(D(B))) may not be stable in the first few
iterations (in our experience, 3 when using the truncated power law) given limited data for the fit.
To determine if the model parameters are stable, MCAL compares the estimated C? (in dollars)
obtained from the previous iteration to the current. If the difference is small (within 5%, in our
implementation), the model is considered to be stable enough for use (Line 19).
After the predictive models have stabilized, we can rely on the estimates of Bopt, the final number of
labels to be obtained into B, and consequently the remaining number of samples needed Bopt Bi.
At this point MCAL adjusts δ (Line 21) to reduce the training cost when it is possible to do so.
MCAL can do this because it targets relatively high accuracy for D(B). For these high targets, it is
important to continue to improve model parameter estimates (e.g., the parameters for the truncated
power law), and active learning can help achieve this. Figure 2 shows how the fit to the truncated
power law improves as more points are added. Finally, unlike active learning, MCAL adapts δ to
achieve lower training cost. Figure 3 shows that, for most values of θ, the choice of δ does not affect
classifier accuracy significantly. While, the choice of active learning batch size does not affect the
final classifier accuracy, but it can significantly impact training cost (§3).
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This loop terminates when total cost obtained in a step is higher than that obtained in the previous
step. At this point, MCAL simply trains the classifier using the last value of Bopt, then human labels
any remaining unlabeled samples (Lines 26, 27).
Extending MCAL to selecting the cheapest DNN architecture. In what we have described so far,
we have assumed that min-cost labeling is given a candidate DNN architecture for D. However, it is
trivial to extend MCAL to the case when the data set curator supplies a small number m (typically
2-4) of candidate classifier architectures {D1,D2, · · · }. In this case, MCAL can generate separate
prediction models for each of the classifiers and pick the one that minimizes C once the model
parameters have stabilized. This does not inflate the cost significantly since the training costs until
this time are over small sizes of B and not significant.
5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of MCAL over three popular classification data sets:
Fashion-MNIST [33], CIFAR-10 [24] and CIFAR-100 [24]. We chose these three data sets to
demonstrate that MCAL can work effectively across classification tasks with different difficulty levels,
Fashion-MNIST being the “easiest” and CIFAR-100 the “hardest”. We use three popular DNN
architectures RESNET50, RESNET18 [14], and CNN18 (RESNET18 without the skip connections).
These architectures span the range of architectural complexity with differing training costs and
achievable accuracy. CNN18 has a very low training cost but yields lower accuracy while RESNET50
has a very high training cost and typically yields the highest accuracy. This allows us to demonstrate
how MCAL can effectively select the most cost efficient architecture among available choices. We
also use two different human labeling services: Amazon labeling services [1] at 0.04 USD/image
and Satyam [26] at 0.003 USD/image. Satyam labels images 10× cheaper by leveraging untrained
inexpensive workers. This allows to demonstrate how MCAL adapts to changing human labeling costs.
Finally, our evaluation ignores model fitting and inference costs, since they are negligible compared
to training costs.
MCAL uses a popular active learning metric (margin [29]) to rank and select samples for all our
results in this section. At each active learning iteration, it trains the model over 200 epochs with a
10× learning rate reduction at 80, 120, 160, 180 epochs, and a mini-batch-size of 256 samples [4].
We have left it to future work to incorporate hyper-parameter search into the optimization.
DNN CNN-18 1 RESNET18 RESNET50
Cost 0.00007 0.0003 0.0009
Table 1: Training Costs in USD Per Image for various DNN architectures
Table 1 depicts the training cost per image for three different DNNs trained on CIFAR-10. We use a
virtual machine with 4 NVIDIA K80 GPUs at 3.6 USD/hr and maintain over 90% utilization on each
GPU during the training process. In all experiments, unless otherwise specified, the overall labeling
accuracy requirement  was set at 5%.
Data Set Labeling |B||X|
|S|
|X| DNN Selected Labeling Human MCAL
Service Error Cost ($) Cost ($)
Fashion Amazon 6.1% 85.0% RESNET18 4.0% 2800 400
Satyam 8.4% 85.0% RESNET18 4.0% 210 29
CIFAR-10 Amazon 22.2% 65.0% RESNET18 2.4% 2400 792
Satyam 27.0% 65.0% RESNET18 2.4% 180 63
CIFAR-100 Amazon 32.0% 10.0% RESNET18 0.4% 2400 1698
Satyam 57.6% 20.0% RESNET18 1% 180 139
Table 2: Summary of results
5.1 Reduction in Labeling Costs
MCAL automatically makes three key decisions to minimize overall labeling cost. It a) selects the
subset of images that the classifier should be trained on (|B|opt), b) adapts δ across active learning
iterations to keep training costs in check, and c) selects the best DNN architecture from among a set
of candidates (CNN18, RESNET18 and RESNET50). In this section, we demonstrate that MCAL
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provides significant overall cost benefits at the expense of  (5%) degradation in label quality. Further,
it outperforms active learning even when an oracle is used to choose the optimal δ.
Figure 4 depicts the total labeling costs incurred when using Amazon labeling services for three
different schemes: i) when humans are used to label the entire data set using Amazon labeling
services, ii) MCAL for  = 5%, and iii) active learning with an oracle to choose δ for the DNN
architectures CNN18, RESNET18 and RESNET50. Table 2 lists the numerical values of the costs (in
$) for human labeling and MCAL.
Cost Saving Compared to Human Labeling. From Figure 4 and Table 2, MCAL provides an overall
cost saving of 86%, 67% and 30% for Fashion, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 respectively. As expected,
the savings depend on the “hardness” of the classification task. Table 2 also shows the number of
samples in B used to train D, as well as the number of samples |S| labeled using D. For Fashion,
MCAL labels only 6.1% of the data to train the classifier and uses it to label 85% of the data set. For
CIFAR-10, it trains using 22% of the data set and labels about 65% of the data using the classifier.
CIFAR-100 requires more data to train the classifier to a high accuracy so is able to label only 10% of
the data using the classifier. Table 2 shows that MCAL, for each data set, is able to achieve the overall
accuracy constraint of  < 5%.
Cost Savings Compared to Oracle-assisted Active Learning. We experimentally determined the
optimal δ for active learning, for each data set and architecture combination; we call this oracle-
assisted active learning. To do this, using various values of δ between 1% to 20% of |X|, we ran
active learning to label each dataset until the desired labeling error constraint was met. We then chose
the δ with the lowest overall cost. The dependence of overall cost on δ for each of the DNNs and data
set combinations can be seen in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7.
Figure 4 shows that MCAL is cheaper than even oracle-assisted active learning for all the three DNN
choices. It achieves this by determining when to stop active learning for each data set, adapting the
δ and choosing the cheapest DNN architecture. It is interesting to note that oracle-assisted active
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learning is more expensive than human labeling on CIFAR-100 when using CNN18 and RESNET50.
This is because oracle-assisted active learning does not take training costs into account.
Understanding the effect of δ. Figure 8 depicts the number of samples labeled using the classifier,
for various choices of δ for each of the data sets using RESNET18. As seen from Figure 8, while the
number of classifier-labeled samples decreases with increasing δ, the reduction is not significant until
a certain point (e.g., 7% for CIFAR-10 and Fashion). Training costs decrease as 1δ2 as depicted in
Figure 9. Thus, choosing a delta too small can be sub-optimal for overall cost. This is also seen in
Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 which show (using a circle) the δ with minimum overall cost.
Summary. Table 2 and Figures 4-9 show how MCAL is able to adapt to different kinds of data sets,
classification tasks and DNN architectures and consistently minimize overall cost while providing the
required labeling quality guarantees.
5.2 Effect of cheaper labeling costs
Intuitively, with cheaper labeling costs MCAL should use more human labeling to train the classifier.
This in turn should enable a larger fraction of data to be labeled by the classifier. To validate this, we
used the Satyam [26] labeling service that incurs a 10× lower labeling cost compared to Amazon’s
labeling service. The effect of this reduction is most evident for CIFAR-100 in Table 2 as MCAL
chooses to train the classifier using 57.6% of the data (instead of 32% using Amazon labeling service).
This increases the classifier’s accuracy allowing it to label 20% of the dataset (instead of 10% using
Amazon labeling service). For other datasets, the differences are less dramatic (they use 2.5-5%
more data to train the classifier). For these datasets, there is no change in (|S|)/(|X|) because our
resolution in this dimension is limited to 5% since we change θ in increments of 5%.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 depict the effect of using various choices of δ on overall cost for various
classifiers and data sets using using Satyam as the labeling service. As seen in these figures, the lower
labeling cost alters the tradeoff curves. The figures also depict the corresponding MCAL cost as well
as the human labeling cost for reference. As seen from these figures, MCAL achieves a lower overall
cost compared to all these possible choices in this case as well.
6 Conclusions
Motivated by the emergence of labeling platforms such as Amazon Sagemaker [1] and Google
Labeling Services [3], which incurs prohibitive human labeling cost, this paper asks: “How to label a
data set at minimum cost”? To do this, it trains a classifier D using a set B from the data set to label
S samples, and uses humans to label the rest. The key challenge is to find the optimal value of B that
minimizes total cost. MCAL first estimates |B| by modeling the accuracy vs. training set size as a
truncated power-law, then uses active learning to find samples to include in B to minimize overall
cost, of which training cost can be a significant component. The evaluation shows that it can achieve
up to 6× lower cost than using humans to label the data set, and is always cheaper than using active
learning with the lowest-cost batch size.
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7 Appendix
A Power-law and Truncated Power-law Fit
In this section, we show power law and truncated power law fitting results on all combinations of
datasets and models. Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15 show fitting results on CIFAR-10, Figure 16,
Figure 17, Figure 18 on CIFAR-100, and Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21 on Fashion. As an example,
we show the fitting results on the error profile of θ = 50% in all figures in this section. In all
combinations of datasets and models, while using more points gives higher accuracy and better
prediction, both power-law and truncated power-law can get stable and precise prediction using a
very limited number of small sample points.
Figure 13: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
10 using CNN18
Figure 14: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
10 using RESNET18
Figure 15: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
10 using RESNET50
Figure 16: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
100 using CNN18
Figure 17: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
100 using RESNET18
Figure 18: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on CIFAR-
100 using RESNET50
Figure 19: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on Fashion
using CNN18
Figure 20: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on Fashion
using RESNET18
Figure 21: Power-law and Trun-
cated Power-law fits on Fashion
using RESNET50
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